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We consider a quantum-gate mechanism based on electron spins in coupled semiconductor quantum dots.
Such gates provide a general source of spin entanglement and can be used for quantum computers. We
determine the exchange coupling J in the effective Heisenberg model as a function of magnetic (B) and
electric fields, and of the interdot distance a within the Heitler-London approximation of molecular physics.
This result is refined by using sp hybridization, and by the Hund-Mulliken molecular-orbit approach, which
leads to an extended Hubbard description for the two-dot system that shows a remarkable dependence on B and
a due to the long-range Coulomb interaction. We find that the exchange J changes sign at a finite field �leading
to a pronounced jump in the magnetization� and then decays exponentially. The magnetization and the spin
susceptibilities of the coupled dots are calculated. We show that the dephasing due to nuclear spins in GaAs
can be strongly suppressed by dynamical nuclear-spin polarization and/or by magnetic fields.
�S0163-1829�99�01003-6�

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots, sometimes referred to as
artificial atoms, are small devices in which charge carriers
are confined in all three dimensions.1 The confinement is
usually achieved by electrical gating and/or etching tech-
niques applied, e.g., to a two-dimensional electron gas
�2DEG�. Since the dimensions of quantum dots are on the
order of the Fermi wavelength, their electronic spectrum
consists of discrete energy levels that have been studied in
great detail in conductance1,2 and spectroscopy
measurements.1,3,4 In GaAs heterostructures the number of
electrons in the dots can be changed one-by-one starting
from zero.5 Typical laboratory magnetic fields (B�1 T) cor-
respond to magnetic lengths on the order of lB�10 nm, be-
ing much larger than the Bohr radius of real atoms but of the
same size as artificial atoms. As a consequence, the dot spec-
trum depends strongly on the applied magnetic field.1–3 In
coupled quantum dots, which can be considered to some ex-
tent as artificial molecules, Coulomb blockade effects6 and
magnetization7 have been observed, as well as the formation
of a delocalized ‘‘molecular state.’’ 8
Motivated by the rapid down scaling of integrated cir-

cuits, there has been continued interest in classical logic de-
vices made of electrostatically coupled quantum dots.9 More
recently, the discovery of new principles of computation
based on quantum mechanics10 has led to the idea of using
coupled quantum dots for quantum computation;11 many
other proposed implementations have been explored, involv-
ing NMR,12–14 trapped ions,15 cavity QED,16 and Josephson
junctions.17 Solid-state devices open up the possibility of
fabricating large integrated networks that would be required
for realistic applications of quantum computers. A basic fea-
ture of the quantum-dot scenario11 is to consider the electron
spin S as the qubit �the qubit being the basic unit of infor-
mation in the quantum computer�. This stands in contrast to

alternative proposals also based on quantum dots,18–21 in
which it is the charge �orbital� degrees of freedom out of
which a qubit is formed and represented in terms of a
pseudospin-1/2. However, there are two immediate advan-
tages of real spin over pseudospin: First, the qubit repre-
sented by a real spin-1/2 is always a well-defined qubit; the
two-dimensional Hilbert space is the entire space available,
thus there are no extra dimensions into which the qubit state
could ‘‘leak.’’ 22 Second, during a quantum computation,
phase coherence of the qubits must be preserved. It is thus an
essential advantage of real spins that their dephasing times in
GaAs can be on the order of microseconds,23 whereas for
charge degrees of freedom dephasing times are typically
much less, on the order of nanoseconds.24,25
In addition to a well-defined qubit, we also need a con-

trollable ‘‘source of entanglement,’’ i.e., a mechanism by
which two specified qubits at a time can be entangled26 so as
to produce the fundamental quantum XOR �or controlled-
NOT� gate operation, represented by a unitary operator
UXOR .27 This can be achieved by temporarily coupling two
spins.11 As we will show in detail below, due to the Coulomb
interaction and the Pauli exclusion principle the ground state
of two coupled electrons is a spin singlet, i.e., a highly en-
tangled spin state. This physical picture translates into an
exchange coupling J(t) between the two spins S1 and S2
described by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian

Hs� t ��J� t �S1•S2 . �1�

If the exchange coupling is pulsed such that �dt J(t)/�
�J0�s /��� (mod 2�), the associated unitary time evolu-
tion U(t)�T exp�i�0

t Hs(�)d�/�� corresponds to the
‘‘swap’’ operator Usw , which simply exchanges the quantum
states of qubit 1 and 2.11 Furthermore, the quantum XOR can
be obtained11 by applying the sequence exp�i(�/
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2)S1
z �exp��i(�/2)S2

z �Usw
1/2 exp(i�S1

z)Usw
1/2�UXOR , i.e., a

combination of ‘‘square-root of swap’’ Usw
1/2 and single-qubit

rotations exp(i�S1
z), etc. Since UXOR �combined with single-

qubit rotations� is proven to be a universal quantum gate,18,26
it can, therefore, be used to assemble any quantum algo-
rithm. Thus, the study of a quantum XOR gate is essentially
reduced to the study of the exchange mechanism and how the
exchange coupling J(t) can be controlled experimentally.
We wish to emphasize that the switchable coupling mecha-
nism described in the following need not be confined to
quantum dots: the same principle can be applied to other
systems, e.g., coupled atoms in a Bravais lattice, overlapping
shallow donors in semiconductors such as P in Si,28 and so
on. The main reason to concentrate here on quantum dots is
that these systems are at the center of many ongoing experi-
mental investigations in mesoscopic physics, and thus there
seems to be reasonable hope that these systems can be made
into quantum gates functioning along the lines proposed
here.
In view of this motivation we study in the following the

spin dynamics of two laterally coupled quantum dots con-
taining a single electron each. We show that the exchange
coupling J(B ,E ,a) can be controlled by a magnetic field B
�leading to wave-function compression�, or by an electric
field E �leading to level detuning�, or by varying the barrier
height or equivalently the interdot distance 2a �leading to a
suppression of tunneling between the dots�. The dependence
on these parameters is of direct practical interest, since it
opens the door to tailoring the exchange J(t) for the specific
purpose of creating quantum gates. We further calculate the
static and dynamical magnetization responses in the presence
of perpendicular and parallel magnetic fields, and show that
they give experimentally accessible information about the
exchange J . Our analysis is based on an adaptation of
Heitler-London and Hund-Mulliken variational techniques29
to parabolically confined coupled quantum dots. In particu-
lar, we present an extension of the Hubbard approximation
induced by the long-range Coulomb interaction. We find a
striking dependence of the Hubbard parameters on the mag-
netic field and interdot distance, which is of relevance also
for atomic-scale Hubbard physics in the presence of long-
range Coulomb interactions. Finally, we discuss the effects
of dephasing induced by nuclear spins in GaAs and show
that dephasing can be strongly reduced by dynamically po-
larizing the nuclear spins and/or by magnetic fields.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce

the model for the quantum gate in terms of coupled dots. In
Sec. III we calculate the exchange coupling first in the
Heitler-London and then in the Hund-Mulliken approach.
There we also discuss the Hubbard limit and the new features
arising from the long-range nature of the Coulomb interac-
tions. In Sec. IV we consider the effects of imperfections
leading to dephasing and gate errors; in particular, we con-
sider dephasing resulting from nuclear spins in GaAs. Impli-
cations for experiments on magnetization and spin suscepti-
bilities are presented in Sec. V, and Sec. VI contains some
concluding remarks on the networks of gates with some sug-
gestions for single-qubit gates operated by local magnetic
fields. Finally, we mention that a preliminary account of
some of the results presented here has been given in Ref. 30.

II. MODEL FOR THE QUANTUM GATE

We consider a system of two laterally coupled quantum
dots containing one �conduction band� electron each �see
Fig. 1�. It is essential that the electrons are allowed to tunnel
between the dots, and that the total wave function of the
coupled system must be antisymmetric. It is this fact that
introduces correlations between the spins via the charge �or-
bital� degrees of freedom. For definiteness we shall use in the
following the parameter values recently determined for
single GaAs heterostructure quantum dots5 that are formed in
a 2DEG; this choice is not crucial for the following analysis
but it allows us to illustrate our analytical results with real-
istic numbers. The Hamiltonian for the coupled system is
then given by

H� �
i�1,2

hi�C�HZ�Horb�HZ ,

hi�
1
2m � pi� e

c A�ri� � 2�exiE�V�ri�, �2�

C�
e2

��r1�r2�
.

The single-particle Hamiltonian hi describes the electron dy-
namics confined to the xy-plane. The electrons have an ef-
fective mass m (m�0.067me in GaAs� and carry a spin-1/2
Si . The dielectric constant in GaAs is ��13.1. We allow for
a magnetic field B�(0,0,B) applied along the z axis, which
couples to the electron charge via the vector potential A(r)
�(B/2)(�y ,x ,0). We also allow for an electric field E ap-
plied in plane along the x direction, i.e., along the line con-
necting the centers of the dots. The coupling of the dots
�which includes tunneling� is modeled by a quartic potential,

V�x ,y ��
m�0

2

2 � 14a2 �x2�a2�2�y2� , �3�

which separates �for x around �a� into two harmonic wells
of frequency �0 , one for each dot, in the limit of large in-

FIG. 1. Two coupled quantum dots with one valence electron
per dot. Each electron is confined to the xy plane. The spins of the
electrons in dots 1 and 2 are denoted by S1 and S2 . The magnetic
field B is perpendicular to the plane, i.e., along the z axis, and the
electric field E is in plane and along the x axis. The quartic poten-
tial is given in Eq. �3� and is used to model the coupling of two
harmonic wells centered at (�a ,0,0). The exchange coupling J
between the spins is a function of B , E , and the interdot distance
2a .
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terdot distance, i.e., for 2a�2aB , where a is half the dis-
tance between the centers of the dots, and aB���/m�0 is
the effective Bohr radius of a single isolated harmonic well.
This choice for the potential is motivated by the experimen-
tal fact5 that the spectrum of single dots in GaAs is well
described by a parabolic confinement potential, e.g., with
��0�3 meV.5 We note that increasing �decreasing� the in-
terdot distance is physically equivalent to raising �lowering�
the interdot barrier, which can be achieved experimentally
by, e.g., applying a gate voltage between the dots.6 Thus, the
effect of such gate voltages is described in our model simply
by a change of the interdot distance 2a . We also note that it
is only for simplicity that we choose the two dots to be
exactly identical, and no qualitative changes will occur in the
following analysis if the dots are only approximately equal
and approximately of parabolic shape.
The �bare� Coulomb interaction between the two electrons

is described by C . The screening length � in almost depleted
regions like few-electron quantum dots can be expected to be
much larger than the bulk 2DEG screening length �which is
about 40 nm in GaAs�. Therefore, � is large compared to the
size of the coupled system, ��2a�40 nm for small dots,
and we will consider the limit of unscreened Coulomb inter-
action (�/a�1) throughout this paper.
The magnetic field B also couples to the electron spins via

the Zeeman term HZ�g�B� iBi•Si , where g is the effective
g factor (g��0.44 for GaAs�, and �B the Bohr magneton.
The ratio between the Zeeman splitting and the relevant or-
bital energies is small for all B values of interest here; in-
deed, g�BB/��0�0.03, for B�B0�(��0 /�B)(m/me)
�3.5 T, and g�BB/��L�0.03, for B�B0 , where �L
�eB/2mc is the Larmor frequency, and where we used
��0�3 meV. Thus, we can safely ignore the Zeeman split-
ting when we discuss the orbital degrees of freedom and
include it later into the effective spin Hamiltonian. Also, in
the few-electron system we are dealing with, spin-orbit ef-
fects can be completely neglected since Hso /��0�10�7,
where Hso�(�0

2/2mc2)L•S is the spin-orbit coupling of an
electron in a parabolic confinement potential.30 This has the
important implication that dephasing effects induced, e.g., by
potential or charge fluctuations in the surroundings of the
isolated dots can couple only to the charge of the electron so
that they have very small influence on the phase coherence
of the isolated spin itself �for dephasing induced by coupling
the dots see Sec. IV�. It is for this reason that it is preferable
to consider dots containing electrons instead of holes, since
holes will typically have a sizable spin-orbit interaction.1
Finally, we assume a low-temperature description where

kT���0 , so that we can restrict ourselves to the two lowest
orbital eigenstates of Horb , one of which is symmetric �spin
singlet� and the other one antisymmetric �spin triplet�. In this
reduced �four-dimensional� Hilbert space, Horb can be re-
placed by the effective Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian �1�,
Hs�JS1•S2 , where the exchange energy J�� t��s is the
difference between the triplet and singlet energy that we
wish to calculate. The above model cannot be solved in an
analytically closed form. However, the analogy between at-
oms and quantum dots �artificial atoms� provides us with a
powerful set of variational methods from molecular physics
for finding � t and �s . Note that the typical energy scale

��0�meV in our quantum dot is about a thousand times
smaller than the energies (Ry�eV) in a hydrogen atom,
whereas the quantum dot is larger by about the same factor.
This is important because their size makes quantum dots
much more susceptible to magnetic fields than atoms. In
analogy to atomic physics, we call the size of the electron
orbitals in a quantum dot the Bohr radius, although it is
determined by the confining potential rather than by the Cou-
lomb attraction to a positively charged nucleus. For har-
monic confinement aB���/m�0 is about 20 nm for ��0
�3 meV.

III. EXCHANGE ENERGY

A. Heitler-London approach

We consider first the Heitler-London approximation, and
then refine this approach by including hybridization as well
as double occupancy in a Hund-Mulliken approach, which
will finally lead us to an extension of the Hubbard descrip-
tion. We will see, however, that the qualitative features of J
as a function of the control parameters are already captured
by the simplest Heitler-London approximation for the artifi-
cial hydrogen molecule described by Eq. �2�. In this approxi-
mation, one starts from single-dot ground-state orbital wave
functions ��r� and combines them into the �anti�symmetric
two-particle orbital state vector

�����
�12���21�
�2�1�S2�

, �4�

the positive �negative� sign corresponding to the spin singlet
�triplet� state, and S��d2r��a* (r)��a(r)��2�1� denoting
the overlap of the right and left orbitals. A nonvanishing
overlap implies that the electrons tunnel between the dots
�see also Sec. III B�. Here, ��a(r)��r�1� and ��a(r)
��r�2� denote the one-particle orbitals centered at r
�(�a ,0), and �i j���i�� j� are two-particle product states.
The exchange energy is then obtained through J�� t��s
�����Horb���������Horb���� . The single-dot orbitals
for harmonic confinement in two dimensions in a perpen-
dicular magnetic field are the Fock-Darwin states,31 which
are the usual harmonic oscillator states, magnetically com-
pressed by a factor b��/�0��1��L

2/�0
2, where �L

�eB/2mc denotes the Larmor frequency. The ground state
�energy ���b��0� centered at the origin is

��x ,y ���m�

��
e�m��x2�y2�/2�. �5�

Shifting the single particle orbitals to (�a ,0) in the presence
of a magnetic field we obtain ��a(x ,y)�exp(�iya/
2lB
2 )�(x�a ,y). The phase factor involving the magnetic

length lB���c/eB is due to the gauge transformation A�a
�B(�y ,x�a ,0)/2→A�B(�y ,x ,0)/2. The matrix ele-
ments of Horb needed to calculate J are found by adding and
subtracting the harmonic potential centered at x��(�)a
for electron 1�2� in Horb , which then takes the form Horb
�h�a

0 (r1)�h�a
0 (r2)�W�C , where h�a

0 (ri)��pi
�eA(ri)/c�2/2m�m�0

2�(xi�a)2�yi
2�/2 is the Fock-
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Darwin Hamiltonian shifted to (�a ,0), and W(x1x2)
�� i�1,2V(xi,yi)�m�0

2�(x1�a)2�(x2�a)2�y1
2�y2

2�/2.
We obtain

J�
2S2

1�S4 � �12�C�W�12��
Re�12�C�W�21�

S2 � , �6�

where the overlap becomes S�exp(�m�a2/�
�a2�/4lB

4m�). Evaluation of the matrix elements of C and
W yields �see also Ref. 30�

J�
��0

sinh�2d2�2b�1/b �� �c�b�e�bd2I0�bd2�

�ed
2�b�1/b �I0�d2�b�1/b ����

3
4b �1�bd2�� , �7�

where we introduce the dimensionless distance d�a/aB ,
and I0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function. The first and sec-
ond terms in Eq. �7� are due to the Coulomb interaction C ,
where the exchange term enters with a minus sign. The pa-
rameter c���/2(e2/�aB)/��0 (�2.4, for ��0�3 meV� is
the ratio between Coulomb and confining energy. The last
term comes from the confinement potential W . The result
J(B) is plotted in Fig. 2 �dashed line�. Note that typically
�J/��0��0.2. Also, we see that J�0 for B�0, which must
be the case for a two-particle system that is time-reversal
invariant.29 The most remarkable feature of J(B), however,
is the change of sign from positive to negative at B�B*

s ,
which occurs over a wide range of parameters c and a . This
singlet-triplet crossing occurs at about B*

s �1.3 T for ��0
�3 meV (c�2.42) and d�0.7. The transition from antifer-
romagnetic (J�0) to ferromagnetic (J�0) spin-spin cou-
pling with increasing magnetic field is caused by the long-

range Coulomb interaction, in particular by the negative
exchange term, the second term in Eq. �7�. As B�B0
��3.5 T for ��0�3 meV�, the magnetic field compresses
the orbits by a factor b�B/B0�1 and thereby reduces the
overlap of the wave functions, S2�exp��2d2(2b�1/b)� , ex-
ponentially strongly. Similarly, the overlap decays exponen-
tially for large interdot distances d�1. Note however, that
this exponential suppression is partly compensated by the
exponentially growing exchange term �12�C�21�/S2
�exp�2d2(b�1/b)� . As a result, the exchange coupling J de-
cays exponentially as exp(�2d2b) for large b or d , as shown
in Fig. 3�b� for B�0 (b�1). Thus, the exchange coupling J
can be tuned through zero and then suppressed to zero by a
magnetic field in a very efficient way. We note that our
Heitler-London approximation breaks down explicitly �i.e., J
becomes negative even when B�0� for certain interdot dis-
tances when c exceeds 2.8. Finally, a similar singlet-triplet
crossing as a function of the magnetic field has been found in
single dots with two electrons.32
The exchange energy J also depends on the applied elec-

tric field E . The additional term e(x1�x2)E in the potential
merely shifts the one-particle orbitals by �x�eE/m�0

2, rais-
ing the energy of both the singlet and triplet states. Since the
singlet energy turns out to be less affected by this shift than
the triplet, the exchange energy J increases with increasing
E ,

FIG. 2. Exchange energy J in units of meV plotted against the
magnetic field B �in units of Tesla�, as obtained from the s-wave
Heitler-London approximation �dashed line�, Eq. �7�, and the result
from the improved sp-hybridized Heitler-London approximation
�triangles�, which is obtained numerically as explained in the text.
Note that the qualitative behavior of the two curves is similar, i.e.,
they both have zeroes, the s-wave approximation at B*

s , and the
sp-hybridized approximation at B*

sp , and also both curves vanish
exponentially for large fields. B0�(��0 /�B)(m/me) denotes the
crossover field to magnetically dominated confining (B�B0). The
curves are given for a confinement energy ��0�3 meV �implying
for the Coulomb parameter c�2.42�, and interdot distance a
�0.7aB .

FIG. 3. The exchange coupling J obtained from Hund-Mulliken
�full line�, Eq. �11�, and from the extended Hubbard approximation
�dashed line�, Eq. �12�. For comparison, we also plot the usual
Hubbard approximation where the long-range interaction term V is
omitted, i.e., J�4tH

2 /UH �dashed-dotted line�. In �a�, J is plotted as
a function of the magnetic field B at the fixed interdot distance (d
�a/aB�0.7), and for c�2.42, in �b� as a function of the interdot
distance d�a/aB at zero field (B�0), and again c�2.42. For
these parameter values, the s wave Heitler-London J , Eq. �7�, and
the Hund-Mulliken J �full line� are almost identical.
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J�B ,E ��J�B ,0��
��0

sinh�2d2�2b�1/b ��

3
2
1
d2 � eEa��0

� 2,
�8�

the increase being proportional to m�0
2(�x)2. „We note that

this increase of J(B ,E) is qualitatively consistent with what
one finds from a standard two-level approximation of a 1D
double-well potential �with J(B ,0) being the effective tunnel
splitting� in the presence of a bias given by eEa .… The varia-
tional ansatz leading to Eq. �8� is expected to remain accu-
rate as long as J(B ,E)�J(B ,0)�J(B ,0); for larger E fields
the levels of the dots get completely detuned and the overlap
of the wave functions �i.e., the coherent tunneling� between
the dots is suppressed. Of course, a sufficiently large electric
field will eventually force both electrons on to the same dot,
which is the case when eEa exceeds the on-site repulsion
U��J(B ,E�0), see below�. However, this situation, which
would correspond to a quantum-dot helium,33 is not of inter-
est in the present context. Conversely, in case of dots of
different size �or shape� where the energy levels need not be
aligned a priori, an appropriate electric field can be used to
match the levels of the two dots, thus allowing coherent tun-
neling even in those systems. Recent conductance
measurements8 on coupled dots of different size �containing
several electrons� with electrostatic tuning have revealed
clear evidence for a delocalized molecular state.
A shortcoming of the simple approximation described

above is that solely ground-state single-particle orbitals were
taken into account and mixing with excited one-particle
states due to interaction is neglected. This approximation is
self-consistent if J��� , where �� denotes the single-
particle level separation between the ground state and the
first excited state. We find �J/����0.25 at low fields B
�1.75 T, therefore, J(B) is at least qualitatively correct in
this regime. At higher fields �J/����1, indicating substan-
tial mixing with higher orbitals. An improved Heitler-
London variational ansatz is obtained by introducing
sp-hybridized single-dot orbitals �in analogy to molecular
physics�, i.e., ���s���px�i��py , where �s�� is the s
orbital introduced above, �pq��(2/�)m�q exp(�m�r2/
2�)/� , q�x ,y , are the lowest two Fock-Darwin excited
states �at zero field� with angular momentum �l ��1, and �
and � are real variational parameters to be determined by
minimization of the singlet and triplet energies �s,t(� ,�),
which is done numerically. The �pq are chosen to be real;
they are, however, not eigenstates of the single-particle
Hamiltonian, which are �px�i�py �with eigenenergy 2��
���L�. Note that while �s,t decrease only by �1% due to
hybridization, the relative variation of J�� t��s can still be
substantial. Nevertheless, the resulting exchange energy Jsp
�Fig. 2� is only quantitatively different from the pure s-wave
result J�Js, Eq. �7�. At low fields, Jsp�Js and the change of
sign occurs already at about B*

sp�0.4 T�B*
s . At high fields,

Jsp shows a much more pronounced decay as a function of
B .
Being a completely orbital effect, the exchange interac-

tion between spins of course competes with the Zeeman cou-
pling HZ of the spins to the magnetic field. In our case,
however, the Zeeman energy HZ is small and exceeds the

exchange energy �polarizing the spins� only in a narrow win-
dow �about 0.1 T wide� around B*

sp and again for high fields
(B�4 T).

B. Hund-Mulliken approach and Hubbard limit

We turn now to the Hund-Mulliken method of molecular
orbits,29 which extends the Heitler-London approach by in-
cluding also the two doubly occupied states, which both are
spin singlets. This extends the orbital Hilbert space from two
to four dimensions. First, the single-particle states have to be
orthonormalized, leading to the states ��a�(��a
�g��a)/�1�2Sg�g2, where S again denotes the overlap
of ��a with ��a and g�(1��1�S2)/S . Then, diagonal-
ization of

Horb�2��� U X �&tH 0
X U �&tH 0

�&tH �&tH V� 0
0 0 0 V�

� , �9�

in the space spanned by ��a
d (r1 ,r2)���a(r1)��a(r2),

��
s (r1 ,r2)����a(r1)��a(r2)���a(r1)��a(r2)�/&

yields the eigenvalues �s��2��UH/2�V���UH
2 /4�4tH

2 ,
�s0�2��UH�2X�V� �singlet�, and � t�2��V� �triplet�,
where the quantities

�����a�h�a
0 ���a�,

tH�t�w����a�h�
0 ���a�����

s �C���a
d �/& ,

V�V��V�����
s �C���

s �����
s �C���

s �,

X����a
d �C���a

d �,

UH�U�V��X����a
d �C���a

d �����
s �C���

s �

����a
d �C���a

d � , �10�

all depend on the magnetic field B . The exchange energy is
the gap between the lowest singlet and the triplet state

J�� t��s��V�
UH

2 �
1
2

�UH
2�16tH

2 . �11�

In the standard Hubbard approach for short-range Coulomb
interactions �and without the B field�29 J reduces to �U/2
��U2�16t2/2, where t denotes the hopping-matrix ele-
ment, and U the on-site repulsion �cf. Eq. �10��. Thus, tH and
UH are the extended hopping-matrix element and the on-site
repulsion, respectively, renormalized by long-range Cou-
lomb interactions. The remaining two singlet energies �s�
and �s0 are separated from � t and �s� by a gap of order UH
and are, therefore, neglected for the study of low-energy
properties. The evaluation of the matrix elements is straight-
forward but lengthy, and we give the results in the Appendix.
Typically, the ‘‘Hubbard ratio’’ tH /UH is less than 1, e.g., if
d�0.7, ��0�3 meV, and B�0, we obtain tH /UH�0.34,
and it decreases with increasing B . Therefore, we are in an
extended Hubbard limit, where J takes the form
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J�
4tH
2

UH
�V . �12�

The first term has the form of the standard Hubbard
approximation35 �invoked previously11� but with tH and UH
being renormalized by long-range Coulomb interactions. The
second term V is new and accounts for the difference in
Coulomb energy between the singly occupied singlet and
triplet states ��

s . It is precisely this V that makes J negative
for high magnetic fields, whereas tH

2 /UH�0 for all values of
B �see Fig. 3�a��. Thus, the usual Hubbard approximation
�i.e., without V� would not give reliable results, neither for
the B dependence �Fig. 3�a�� nor for the dependence on the
interdot distance a �Fig. 3�b��.36 Since only the singlet space
has been enlarged, it is clear that we obtain a lower singlet
energy �s than that from the s-wave Heitler-London calcula-
tion, but the same triplet energy � t , and, therefore, J�� t
��s exceeds the s-wave Heitler-London result �Eq. �7��.
However, the on-site Coulomb repulsion U�c strongly sup-
presses the doubly occupied states ��a

d and already for the
value of c�2.4 �corresponding to ��0�3 meV� we obtain
almost perfect agreement with the s-wave Heitler-London
result �Fig. 2�. For large fields, i.e., B�B0 , the suppression
becomes even stronger (U��B) because the electron orbits
become compressed with increasing B and two electrons on
the same dot are confined to a smaller area leading to an
increased Coulomb energy.

IV. DEPHASING AND QUANTUM-GATE ERRORS

We allow now for imperfections and discuss first the
dephasing resulting from coupling to the environment, and
then address briefly the issue of errors during the quantum-
gate operation. We have already pointed out that dephasing
in the charge sector will have little effect on the �uncoupled�
spins due to the smallness of the spin-orbit interaction. Simi-
larly, the dipolar interaction between the qubit spin and the
surrounding spins is also minute, and it can be estimated as
(g�B)2/aB

3�10�9 meV. Although both couplings are ex-
tremely small, they will eventually lead to dephasing for suf-
ficiently long times. We have described such weak-coupling
dephasing in terms of a reduced master equation elsewhere,11
and we refer the interested reader to this work. Since this
type of dephasing is small it can be eliminated by error cor-
rection schemes.37
Next, we consider the dephasing due to nuclear spins in

GaAs semiconductors, where both Ga and As possess a
nuclear spin I�3/2. There is a sizable hyperfine coupling
between the electron-spin (s�1/2) and all the nuclear spins
in the quantum dot, which might easily lead to a flip of the
electron spin and thus cause an error in the quantum compu-
tation. We shall now estimate this effect and show that it can
be substantially reduced by spin polarization or by a field.
We consider an electron spin S in contact with N nuclear
spins I(i) in the presence of a magnetic field B�z . The cor-
responding Hamiltonian is given by H�AS•I�bzSz� b̃ zIz
�H0�V , where

H0�ASzIz�bzSz� b̃ zIz , V�A�S�I��S�I��/2.
�13�

Here, A is a hyperfine coupling, I�� i�1
N I(i) is the total

nuclear spin, and bz�g�BBz , b̃ z�gN�NBz (gN and �N de-
note the nuclear g factor and magneton�. Consider the initial
eigenstate �i� of H0 , which we will consider to be one basis
vector for the qubit, where the electron spin is up �in the Sz
basis�, and the nuclear spins are in a product state of Iz

(i)

eigenstates with total Iz�pNI (�1�p�1), i.e., in a state
with polarization p along the z axis; here, p��1 means that
the nuclear spins are fully polarized in the positive �negative�
z direction, and p�0 means no polarization. Due to the hy-
perfine coupling the electron spin can flip �i.e., dephase� with
the entire system going into a final state �k�, which is again
a product state but now with the electron-spin down, and,
due to conservation of total spin, the z component Iz

(k) of one
and only one nuclear spin having increased by 2s�1. All
final states �k� are degenerate and again eigenstates of H0
with eigenenergy E f . We will consider this process now
within the time-dependent perturbation theory and up to sec-
ond order in V . The energy difference between initial and
final states amounts to Ei�E f�2s�A(pIN�s)�bz� , where
we have used that bz� b̃ z . For the reversed process with an
electron-spin flip from down to up but with the same initial
polarization for the nuclear spins the energy difference is
��2s�A(pIN�s)�bz� . The total transition probability to
leave the initial state �i� after time t has elapsed is then

Pi� t ��� 2 sin��E f�Ei�t/2��

E f�Ei
� 2 �

k��i �
��k�V�i� �2. �14�

We interpret this total transition probability Pi(t) as the de-
gree of decoherence caused by spin-flip processes over time
t . Now, ��k�V�i� �2�A2�I(I�1)�Iz

(k)(Iz
(k)�1)�/4. Assuming

some distribution of the nuclear spins we can replace this
matrix element by its average value �denoted by brackets�
where ��(Iz

(k))2� describes then the variance of the mean
value �Iz

(k)��pI . For example, a Poissonian distribution
gives ��k�V�i� �2�A2�I(I�1)�pI(pI�1)�/4, in which case
the matrix element vanishes for full polarization parallel to
the electron spin �i.e., p�1�, as required by conservation of
total spin. Pi(t) is strongly suppressed for final states for
which t0�2��/�Ei�E f ��t , which simply reflects conser-
vation of energy. In particular, for a substantial nuclear po-
larization, i.e., p2N�1, Pi(t) oscillates in time but with the
vanishingly small amplitude 1/p2N �for B�0�. We can esti-
mate N to be on the order of the number of atoms per quan-
tum dot, which is about 105. Such a situation with p2N�1
can be established by dynamically spin polarizing the
nuclear spins �Overhauser effect�, e.g., via optical pumping38
or via spin-polarized currents at the edge of a 2DEG.39 This
gives rise to an effective nuclear field Bn�ApNI/g�B ,
which is reported to be as large as Bn*�4 T in GaAs �corre-
sponding to p�0.85�,39 and which has a lifetime on the order
of minutes.38 Alternatively, for unpolarized nuclei with p
�0 but a field B in the Tesla range, the amplitude of Pi(t)
vanishes as (AIN/g�BB)2/N�(Bn*/B)2/N�1. For B or Bn
�1 T the oscillation frequency 1/t0 of Pi(t) is about 10
GHz. Thus, spin-flip processes and hence, dephasing due to
nuclear spins can be strongly suppressed, either by dynami-
cally polarizing the nuclear spins and/or by applying a mag-
netic field B . The remaining dephasing effects �described
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again by a weak-coupling master equation11� should then be
small enough to be eliminated by error correction.
We now address the imperfections of the quantum-gate

operation. For this we note first that, for the purpose of quan-
tum computing, the qubits must be coupled only for the short
time of switching �s , while most of the time there is to be no
coupling between the dots. We estimate now how small we
can choose �s . For this we consider a scenario where J
�initially zero� is adiabatically switched on and off again dur-
ing the time �s , e.g., by an electrical gate by which we lower
and then raise again the barrier V(t) between the dots �alter-
natively, we can vary B , a , or E�. A typical frequency scale
during switching is given by the exchange energy �which
results in the coherent tunneling between the dots� averaged
over the time interval of switching J̄�(1/�s)�0

�sdtJ(t).
Adiabaticity then requires that many coherent oscillations
�characterized approximately by J̄� have to take place in the
double-well system while the control parameter v�V , B , a ,
or E is being changed, i.e., 1/�s��v̇/v�� J̄/� . If this crite-
rion is met, we can use our equilibrium analysis to calculate
J(v) and then simply replace J(v) by J„v(t)… in case of a
time-dependent control parameter v(t).41 Note that this is
compatible with the requirement needed for the XOR opera-
tion J�s /��n� , n odd, if we choose n�1. Our method of
calculating J is self-consistent if J��� , where �� denotes
the single-particle level spacing. The combination of both
inequalities yields 1/�s� J̄/����/� , i.e., no higher-lying
levels can be excited during the switching. Finally, since
typically J�0.2 meV we see that �s should not be smaller
than about 50 ps. Now, during the time �s spin and charge
couple and thus, dephasing in the charge sector described by
��
c can induce dephasing of spin via an uncontrolled fluctua-
tion �J of the exchange coupling. However, this effect is
again small, and it can be estimated to be on the order of
�s /��

c �10�2, since even for large dots ��
c is reported to be

on the order of nanoseconds.24 This seems to be a rather
conservative estimate and one can expect the spin dephasing
to be considerably smaller since not every charge-dephasing
event will affect the spin. Finally, weak dephasing of the
effective spin Hamiltonian during switching has been de-
scribed elsewhere11 in terms of a weak-coupling master
equation, which accounts explicitly for decoherence of the
spins during the switching process. Based on this analysis,11
the probability for a gate error per gate operation �described
by K2 in Eq. �13� of Ref. 11� is estimated to be approxi-
mately �s /��

c �10�2 or better �see above�.

V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLICATIONS

Coherent coupling between the states of neighboring dots
is the keystone of our proposal for the quantum-gate opera-
tion, and experimental probes of this coupling will be very
interesting to explore. The effect of the dot-dot coupling
manifests itself in the level structure, which could be mea-
sured noninvasively with spectroscopic methods.3,4 An alter-
native way is to measure the static magnetization in response
to a magnetic field B , which is applied along the z axis. This
equilibrium magnetization is given by M�g�B Tr(S1

z

�S2
z )e�(Hs�HZ)/kT, where Hs is given in Eq. �1�, and HZ

�g�B� iBi•Si is the Zeeman term. It is straightforward to

evaluate M , and in Fig. 4 we plot M as a function of B for a
typical temperature T�0.2 K. The exchange Jsp(B) is also
shown in Fig. 4. Both Jsp(B) and M are the results of the
sp-hybridized Heitler-London approximation. We note that
the equilibrium magnetization M (B) is strongly dominated
by the orbital response �via the exchange J�; we find a dia-
magnetic response �negative slope of M � for B�B*

sp , which
is followed by a pronounced jump in the magnetization at the
field B*

sp followed again by a diamagnetic response. Experi-
mental observation of this jump would give evidence for the
existence of the predicted singlet-triplet level-crossing at
B*
sp , and such measurements would allow one to ‘‘map out’’

J around the point where it can be tuned to zero, e.g., by also
varying the barrier between the dots. The magnetic moment
produced by the orbital motion of the electrons in one pair of
coupled quantum dots at the peak (B�B*

sp) is around 10 �B
�see Fig. 4�. This signal could be further amplified by using
an ensemble of pairs of coupled quantum dots.
A further way to get experimental information about the

exchange coupling would be to measure the spin response to
an ac magnetic field �in the linear-response regime�, de-
scribed by the dynamical spin susceptibilities �mn

pq (�)
�(i/�)�0

�dt exp(i�t)��Sm
p (t),Sn

q(0)��, where m ,n�1,2, and
p ,q�x ,y ,z . Being interested in the spin response only,
we assume this ac field to be applied in plane so that there
is no orbital response �for a sufficiently weak field with
no subband mixing�. We see then that all the transverse
spin susceptibilities �mn

p�q ,q vanish, and we are left with
the longitudinal ones only, where �mn

xx ��mn
yy ��mn

zz ��mn
due to the rotational symmetry of Hs . It is sufficient to con-
sider the dissipative part �mn� (�)�Im �mn(�) for which we
obtain �11� ��22� ���12� ���21� ��(�/4) f (J ,B)��(���J)
��(���J)� , where f (J ,B)�(eJ/kT�1)/�1�eJ/kT
�2 cosh(g�BB/kT)� . Also, due to conservation of total spin,
the total response �1 j��2 j as well as the response to a spa-
tially uniform field � i1�� i2 vanish. Thus, to observe the
spin susceptibilities calculated here one needs to apply the
fields locally or to measure the spin of a dot separately; both

FIG. 4. The equilibrium magnetization M �box-shaped symbols�
in units of Bohr magnetons �B as a function of magnetic field. M is
obtained numerically from the sp-hybridized Heitler-London ap-
proximation. Note that the magnetization exhibits a jump at the
field value B*

sp for which the exchange Jsp �triangle symbols�
changes sign. At the left- and right-hand side of the jump the nega-
tive slope of M (B) indicates orbital diamagnetism. The temperature
for this plot is T�0.2 K, while as before ��0�3 meV and a
�0.7aB .
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cases could be realized, e.g., by atomic- or magnetic-force
microscopes �see also below, where we briefly discuss local
fields produced by field gradients�.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We end with a few comments on a network of coupled
quantum dots in the presence of fields �see also Ref. 11�. In
a setup with only one quantum gate �i.e., two quantum dots�
the gate operation can be performed using uniform magnetic
fields �besides electric gates�, while in a quantum computer
with many gates, which have to be controlled individually,
local magnetic fields are indispensable, especially for the
single-qubit gates.11,42 However, we emphasize that it is not
necessary that every single quantum dot in a network is di-
rectly addressable with a local magnetic field. Indeed, using
‘‘swap’’ operations Usw , any qubit state can be transported
to a region where the single-qubit gate operation is per-
formed, and then back to its original location, without dis-
turbing this or other qubits. In one possible mode of opera-
tion a constant field B* , defined by J(B*)�0, is applied,while smaller time-dependent local fields then control the
gate operations. We can envision local fields being achieved
by a large number of techniques: with neighboring magnetic
dots,11 closure domains, a grid of current-carrying wires be-
low the dots, tips of magnetic- or atomic-force microscopes,
or by bringing the qubit into contact �by shifting the dot via
electrical gating� with a region containing magnetic moments
or nuclear spins with different hyperfine coupling �e.g.,
AlGaAs instead of GaAs�, and others. A related possibility
would be to use magnetic field gradients. Single-qubit
switching times of the order of �s�20 ps require a field of 1
T, and for an interdot distance 2a�30 nm, we would need
gradients of about 1 T/30 nm, which could be produced with
commercial disk reading/writing heads. �The operation of
several XOR gates via magnetic fields also requires gradients
of similar magnitude.� Alternatively, one could use an ac
magnetic field Bac and apply electron-spin resonance �ESR�
techniques to rotate spins with a single-qubit switching time
�at resonance� �s���/Bac . To address the dots of an array
individually with ESR, a magnetic field gradient is needed,
which can be estimated as follows. Assuming a relative ESR
linewidth of 1% and again 2a�30 nm we find about Bac
�104 cm�1. Field gradients in excitation sequences for
NMR up to 2�104 G/cm have been generated,40 which al-
lows for Bac�1 G. The resulting switching times, however,
are rather long, on the order of 100 ns, and larger field gra-
dients would be desirable. Finally, such ESR techniques
could be employed to obtain information about the effective
exchange values J: the exchange coupling between the spins
leads to a shift in the spin-resonance frequency, which we
found to be of the order of J/� by numerical analysis.34
To conclude, we have calculated the exchange energy

J(B ,E ,a) between spins of coupled quantum dots �contain-
ing one electron each� as a function of magnetic and electric
fields and interdot distance using the Heitler-London, hybrid-
ized Heitler-London, and Hund-Mulliken variational ap-
proach. We have shown that J(B ,E ,a) changes sign �reflect-
ing a singlet-triplet crossing� with increasing B field before it
vanishes exponentially. Besides being of fundamental inter-
est, this dependence opens up the possibility to use coupled

quantum dots as quantum gate devices, which can be oper-
ated by magnetic fields and/or electric gates �between the
dots� to produce entanglement of qubits.
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APPENDIX: HUND-MULLIKEN MATRIX ELEMENTS

Here, we list the explicit expressions for the matrix ele-
ments defined in Eqs. �9� and �10� as a function of the di-
mensionless interdot distance d�a/aB and the magnetic
compression factor b��1��L

2/�0
2 where �L�eB/2mc .

The single-particle matrix elements are given by

��
3
32

1
b2d2 �

3
8

S2

1�S2 � 1b �d2��b , �A1�

t�
3
8

S
1�S2 � 1b �d2� , �A2�

where we used S�exp��d2(2b�1/b)� . The �two-particle�
Coulomb matrix elements can be expressed as

V��N4�4g2�1�S2�F1��1�g2�2F2�4g2F3�16g2F4� ,
�A3�

V��N4�1�g2�2�F2�S2F3�, �A4�

U�N4��1�g4�2g2S2�F1�2g2F2�2g2S2F3�8g2F4� ,
�A5�

X�N4���1�g4�S2�2g2�F1�2g2F2�2g2S2F3�8g2F4�,
�A6�

w�N4��g�1�g2��1�S2�F1�g�1�g2�F2

�g�1�g2�S2F3��1�6g2�g4�SF4� , �A7�

with N�1/�1�2Sg�g2 and g�(1��1�S2)/S . Here, we
make use of the functions

F1�c�b , �A8�

F2�c�be�bd2 I0�bd2�, �A9�

F3�c�bed2�b�1/b �I0�d2�b�1/b �� , �A10�

F4�c�be�d2/4b �
k���

�

��1 �kI2k� d24 �2b�1/b � �
�I2k� i d22 �b2�1 � , �A11�

where In denotes the Bessel function of the nth order. For
our purposes, we can neglect terms with �k��1 in the sum in
F4 , since for ��0�3 meV, B�30 T, and d�0.7 the rela-
tive error introduced by doing so is less than 1%.
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in terms of variational wave functions is beyond the scope of the
present paper and will be addressed elsewhere.

42We note that it is sufficient to have single-qubit rotations about
any two orthogonal axes. A preferable choice here are two or-
thogonal in-plane axes because magnetic fields B� parallel to the
2DEG do not affect the exchange coupling J(B�) �assuming
that we can exclude subband mixing induced by a sufficiently
strong B ��.
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